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We have investigated the spin orientation in antiferromagnetic polycrystalline
LiFe1-xZnxPO4 using Mössbauer spectroscopy. The temperature-dependent magnetic
susceptibility curves show antiferromagnetic behavior with ordering temperature. The
experimentally determined effective moment of LiFe1-xZnxPO4 is larger than the the-
oretical value, which can be explained as incomplete absence of orbital contribution
by the crystalline field around distorted octahedra. The value of the Néel temperature
(TN) and the spin reorientation temperature (TS) of LiFe1-xZnxPO4 decreased with
the increasing Zn concentrations from 48 and 14 K for x = 0.1 to 36 and 8 K for x =
0.5, resulting in weak antiferromagnetic interaction. Below TN, Mössbauer spectra of
LiFe1-xZnxPO4 showed asymmetric eight-line shape due to the strong crystalline field
in the distorted octahedral structure. A change in both the magnetic hyperfine field
and electric quadrupole splitting below TS suggests that magnetic phase transition is
related to the spin rotation and the superexchange interaction. © 2018 Author(s).
All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative
Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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I. INTRODUCTION

Modern electrochemical systems are considered for critical environmental, technical, and com-
mercial use, with wide application in green energy storage device.1–3 Lithium-ion batteries have
high energy, power density, and excellent cycling performances.4,5 Among these compounds, olivine
phosphate materials have attracted attention as promising cathode candidates. In particular, LiFePO4

is low-cost, electrochemically and thermally stable, and eco-friendly. However, there are major
drawbacks, such as low lithium-ion mobility and poor electronic conductivity. To overcome these
drawbacks, the effects of Zn-doped LiFePO4 have been studied. It was reported that the divalent
cations could sustain the lattice after lithium ion extraction from cathodes.6,7 Many research groups
reported improved electron conductivity and increased charge/discharge capacity with Zn-doping.8,9

The magnetic properties of electrode materials can help the understanding of electrochemical behav-
ior for rechargeable battery.10 The close relation between magnetism and chemical bonding in solids
can be explained by local molecular field theory of antiferromagnetism and superexchange interac-
tions.11,12 Goodenough’s group reported that chemical bonding and electron structure in the covalent
compounds obtained over the course of the research on magnetic interactions.13 The magnetic prop-
erties of electrode materials have been studied that they have an antiferromagnetic ordering at low
temperature.14,15 A study of antiferromagnetic ordering of LiFe1-xZnxPO4 has not been previously
reported in the literature.

To obtain understanding of the Zn doping effects LiFePO4, we studied the effect of Zn doping on
the structure and magnetic properties of LiFePO4. Detailed magnetic analyses have been performed
via vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) measurement and Mössbauer spectroscopy.
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